
Toe-Up Baby Socks
By Jessi Crum

Size: Newborn (finished foot length about 3”)

Materials: US 0 circular needle for magic loop (You can still use DPN’s or two circ’s for these socks, I just
prefer ML)
Leftover sock yarn
A darning needle to weave in ends

Gauge: about 10 sts/inch

Here is a link about how to use the magic loop method (scroll down a bit).
Here is a link about how to do the figure 8 cast-on.
Here is a link to a tutorial on short-row heels in case you get confused:

(Note: to make this easier to read, we will say that the two needle tips are their own separate needles,
even though technically they are both part of the same needle; for example, R2.)

Instructions:

http://www.knittinghelp.com/videos/advanced-techniques
http://agatheringofwool.blogspot.com/2005/08/figure-8-cast-on.html
http://www.cosmicpluto.com/blog/?p=585


Toe/Foot: CO 20 sts using figure 8 cast-on.
R1: Knit
R2: *K1, M1 knit to last st on needle, M1, K1 rep from *
Work rounds 1 and 2 until you have 40 sts. Knit 20 rounds.
Heel: (work on one needle in rows)
R1: Knit to last st on needle, w&t
R2: purl to last st on needle, w&t
R3: knit to next unwrapped st, w&t
R4: purl to next unwrapped st, w&t
Repeat rows 3 and 4 until 10 sts remain unwrapped.
(Now I’m resetting our row count again)
R1: Knit across 10 sts, w&t
R2: Purl across 10 sts, w&t
R3: Knit to next double-wrapped st, pick up the wraps and knit them together with the st, w&t
R4: Purl to next double-wrapped st, pick up the wraps (from the right side, otherwise it will look funny) and
purl the wraps together with the st. w&t.

Repeat rows 3 and 4 until you have double-wrapped the first and last sts on the needle, then repeat rows
3 and 4 one more time but don’t wrap and turn at the end, just turn.

Cuff:
Now begin working in rounds again. You will probably have small gaps at the corners of the heel. To fix
this, pick up a stitch at each corner and knit it together with the next stitch.
Knit 10 rounds (or until the sock is as tall as you want it).
Work k2, p2 ribbing for 5 rounds.
Knit 5 rounds.
BO.

Finishing:
With a darning needle, weave in the ends on the wrong side.
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